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Abstra t

We report on the use of ma hine learning te hniques for word sense disambiguation in the
English all words task of SENSEVAL2. The
task was to automati ally assign the appropriate sense to a possibly ambiguous word form
given its ontext. A \word expert" approa h
was adopted, leading to a set of lassi ers, ea h
spe ialized in one single word form-POS ombination. Experts onsist of multiple lassi ers
trained on Sem or using two types of learning te hniques, viz. memory-based learning and
rule-indu tion. Through optimization by rossvalidation of the individual lassi ers and the
voting s heme for ombining them, the best
possible word expert was determined. Results
show that espe ially memory-based learning in
a word-expert approa h is a feasible method for
unrestri ted word-sense disambiguation, even
with limited training data.
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Introdu tion

We report on the use of ma hine learning,
espe ially memory-based learning and lassier ombination, for word sense disambiguation
(WSD) in the English all words task of SENSEVAL2. WSD an be des ribed as the problem of assigning the appropriate sense to a given
word in a given ontext. Ma hine learning te hniques show state-of-the-art a ura y on WSD,
e.g. memory-based learning (Ng and Lee, 1996;
Veenstra et al., 2000), de ision lists (Yarowsky,
2000), and ombination methods (Es udero et
al., 2000).
Results of the rst SENSEVAL exer ise for
English (Killgarri and Rosenzweig, 2000), in
whi h only a restri ted set of words had to be
disambiguated, showed that supervised learning systems outperform unsupervised ones, even
when little orpus training material was avail-

able. In our submission to SENSEVAL2, we investigated whether the supervised learning approa h an be s aled to the all-words task. As a
ba k-o for word-tag pairs for whi h no or not
enough training data was available, we used the
most frequent sense in the WordNet1.7 sense
lexi on (Fellbaum, 1998) as default lassi er in
the disambiguation pro ess. Sense disambiguation was mainly performed by a memory-based
learning lassi er. Also the use of rule indu tion was explored. Furthermore, the outputs of
these di erent lassi ers were ombined in order
to study the usefulness of di erent voting strategies. Results show that all lassi ers outperform
the WordNet baseline and that memory-based
learning ompares favorably to rule indu tion
and di erent voting strategies.
In the remainder of this paper, we rst outline the sense-disambiguation ar hite ture used
in the experiments, and dis uss the word expert approa h and the optimization pro edure.
Then we report on the generalization a ura y
a hieved for the SENSEVAL2 test data.
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2.1

Experimental Setup
Prepro essing

In the experiments, the Sem or orpus in luded
in WordNet1.6 was used as training orpus. In
the orpus, every word is linked to its appropriate sense in the lexi on. Texts that were used
to reate the semanti on ordan es were extra ted from the Brown Corpus and then linked
to senses in the WordNet lexi on. The training
orpus onsists of 409,990 wordforms, of whi h
190,481 are sense-tagged. For ea h word form
in the orpus, a lemma and a part of spee h is
given.
The test data in the English all words task
onsist of three arti les on di erent topi s, with
at total of 2,473 words to be sense-tagged. For
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Figure 1: Disambiguation pro ess.
both the training and the test orpus, only the
word forms were used and tokenization, lemmatization and POS-tagging were done with our
own software. For the part of spee h tagging,
the memory-based tagger MBT (Daelemans et
al., 1996), trained on the Wall Street Journal
orpus1 , was used. On the basis of word and
POS information, lemmatization was done2 .
2.2

Word experts

After the prepro essing stage, WordNet1.7 was
used to guide the sense disambiguation proess. For every ombination of a word form and
a POS, WordNet was onsulted to determine
whether this ombination had one or more possible senses. In ase of only one possible sense
(about 20% of the test words), the appropriate
WordNet sense was assigned. In ase of more
possible senses, a threshold of 11 o urren es
in the Sem or training data was determined.
For all words below this threshold, the most
frequent sense a ording to WordNet was assigned as sense-tag. For the other words, whi h
represent more than 60% of the word forms to
be sense-tagged, word experts were built for
ea h word form-POS ombination, leading to
568 word experts for the SENSEVAL2 test data.
These word experts onsist of di erent
trained sub omponents (see Figure 1) whi h
1
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make use of di erent knowledge.
The rst sub omponent is trained using TiMBL, a pa kage ontaining several
memory-based learning algorithms and metri s
(Daelemans et al., 2000). It takes as input
a ve tor representing the lo al ontext of the
fo us word in a window of three word forms to
the left and three to the right. For the fo us
word, also the lemma and POS are provided.
For the ontext word forms, POS information is
given. E.g., the following is a training instan e:
many JJ times NNS , , yet yet RB on
IN ea h JJ o asion NN yet%4:02:02::.

During training, those instan es are stored in
memory and during sense-tagging, the instan e
most similar to that of the ambiguous word
and its ontext is sele ted and the asso iated
lass is returned as sense-tag.
A se ond sub omponent of ea h word expert trained with TiMBL is trained with information about possible disambiguating ontent keywords in a ontext of three senten es.
The method used to extra t these keywords for
ea h sense is based on the work of (Ng and
Lee, 1996). They determine the probability of
a sense of a fo us word given keyword by
dividing
(the number of o urren es of
a possible lo al ontext keyword with a parti ular fo us word-POS ombination with a
parti ular sense ) by
(the number of o urren es of a possible lo al ontext keyword
with a parti ular fo us word-POS ombi-
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nation ignoring its sense). In addition, we
also took into a ount the frequen y of a possible keyword in the omplete training orpus
.
( j )=
( 1 )
A word is a keyword for a given sense if (i) the
word o urs more than 1 times in that sense
, where 1 is a prede ned minimum number
of times and if (ii) ( j )  2 for that sense ,
where 2 is some prede ned minimum probability. Due to time restri tions 1 was not optimized by ross-validation, but arbitrarily set
to 3 and 2 to 0.001.
In addition to the keyword information extra ted from the lo al ontext of the fo us word,
possible disambiguating ontent words were also
extra ted from the examples that a ompany
the di erent sense de nitions for a given fo us
word in WordNet. For ea h ombination of a
word form, POS and sense, all ontent words
were extra ted and added to the input ve tor
of the memory-based learner. Both the ontextual keywords and the example keywords were
represented as binary features, with a value of
1 when the keyword was present in the example
and 0 if not3 .
The third sub omponent of ea h word expert
was trained with Ripper (Cohen, 1995), a rule
learning algorithm, allowing both single-valued
and set-valued attributes. In our disambiguation task, the ripper input ve tor ontained loal ontext feature values (as the rst TiMBL),
and a set-valued feature with all ontent words
in a ontext of three senten es.
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Optimization and Voting

In order to improve the predi tions of the different single learning algorithms, algorithm parameter optimization was performed where possible. Furthermore, the possible gain in a ura y of di erent voting strategies was explored.
3.1

Optimization

For the rst TiMBL memory-based learner,
ba kward sequential sele tion (BSS) (Aha and
3

Sin e no length limitations were taken into a

when building these ve tors, they

ount

ould grow very large.

Therefore, a version of TiMBL was used that is optimized for sparse binary features, and allows a positional
representation of the a tive keywords rather than a binary one, written by Jakub Zavrel.

Bankert, 1994) was performed for ea h word
form-POS ombination. BSS starts from the
omplete feature set and generates in ea h iteration new subsets by dis arding a feature. The
feature string with the best performan e is retained. Furthermore, the use of di erent feature weighting possibilities was explored, viz.
gain ratio weighting, information gain weighting, hi-squared weighting and shared varian e
weighting. For ea h feature weighting possibility, the value, representing the number of
nearest neighbours used for extrapolation, was
varied between 1 and 19. Leave-one-out was
used as testing method: testing was done on
ea h instan e of the training le, while the remainder of the training le fun tioned as training material.
Due to the size of the feature ve tors for
the se ond memory-based learner, whi h takes
ontent words from the surrounding senten es
and from the example senten es in the WordNet de nitions as input, no feature sele tion
was performed. For the same reasons, 10-fold
ross-validation was used as testing method: the
training data was split into 10 di erent parts
and in ea h iteration, one part served as test
set, while the remainder was used to train the
lassi er. The value was varied (1-19), different weighting te hniques (gain ratio weighting, hi-squared weighting and log likelihood
weighting) and di erent distan e metri s (number of mismat hes, number of mat hes, number
of mat hes minus number of mismat hes) were
explored.
For Ripper, the default parameter settings
were used, due to time onstraints and the slowness of the ross-validation pro ess. 10-foldross-validation was used as testing method.

k

k

3.2

Voting

On the output of these three (optimized) lassiers and the default WordNet1.7. most frequent
sense, both majority voting and weighted voting was performed. In ase of majority voting,
ea h sense-tagger is given one vote and the tag
with most votes is sele ted. In weighted voting, more weight is given to the taggers with
a higher overall a ura y. In ase of ties when
voting over the output of 4 lassi ers, the rst
de ision (TiMBL) was taken as output lass.
Voting was also performed on the output of the
three learning lassi ers without taking into a -

Classi er
Default (WordNet1.7)
TiMBL ( ontext)
TiMBL (keywords)
Ripper
Majority Voting
Weighted Voting
Majority Voting (no WordNet)
Weighted Voting (no WordNet)

no. WE
16
155
185

16
33
58
53
52
568

Table 1: Best performing word experts on the
Sem or train set
ount the WordNet lass. Table 1 shows the
best performing lassi ers per word form-POS
ombination of the Sem or train set: both optimized memory-based learners outperform the
other lassi ers.
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Table 2 shows the a ura y of our disambiguation system on the English all words test set.
Sin e all 2,473 word forms were overed, no distin tion is made between pre ision and re all.
An a ura y of 63.61% and 64.54% were obtained a ording to the ne-grained and oarsegrained SENSEVAL2 s oring, respe tively. Just
as in the rst SENSEVAL task for English (Killgarri and Rosenzweig, 2000), top performan e
was for the nouns. All 86 \unknown" word
forms, for whi h the test set annotators de ided
that no WordNet1.7 sense-tag was appli able,
were obviously in orre tly lassi ed.
ne %
74.51
47.83
62.58

oarse %
75.45
49.64
63.44

73.42
0.00

73.42
0.00

63.61

64.54

Table 2: Results on the SENSEVAL2 test data.
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